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Abstract

The article examines various aspects of the recently revealed archival document of the Central
Committee of the All-Union Communist Party (Bolsheviks) on the plan of repressive policy
against the Soviet peasantry “On measures to eliminate kulak farms in the areas of continuous
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collectivization.” The author notes that the process of liquidation of kulaks as class, or of
depeasantrification, as it is often designated in the historical literature, has been well studied.
The first and rather timid attempts to assess the problem in the terms of individual “deformations
of socialism” date to the turn the 1990s. At present, the attention is mostly focused on the
regional aspect, as over the past three decades there has been made available a complex of
sources from local archives, which was previously in closed storage. The article analyzes
preconditions of the protest sentiments in the course of mass collectivization undertaken by the
party bodies in the center and in the regions, as well as harsh suppression of possible peasant
uprisings by punitive bodies, identification and persecution of the instigators. Examination of
official party documents on collectivization permits to identify the ideological, social, and
economic criteria for ranking Soviet peasants among kulaks. It is concluded that liquidation of
kulaks as class on the territory of the USSR was conducted in a very short time and in two
stages. At the first stage, in January – March 1930, repressions were to be carried out in the
economically developed regions: the Black Earth region, the Middle and Lower Volga region,
Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Belarus, North Caucasus, Dagestan, Ural, Siberia. The second stage
spread them to other regions of Soviet Russia. The author notes an inconsistency in the thesis
of positive economic consequences of the mass collectivization and elimination of kulaks as
class for industrialization. Taking into account their consequences, the author proposes to
consider these two complementary processes initiated by the leadership of the CPSU (B) as a
preventive campaign to intimidate the rural population in order to return to the methods of
surplus appropriation via formation of the collective farm system. It has been revealed that J.V.
Stalin’s plans, in accordance with the Marxist-Leninist doctrine, included a rapid change in
socio-economic status of peasants: from relatively free farmers, producers of agricultural
products entitled to manage their crops (after paying the taxes) to hired workers, in other words,
proletarians. According to the author, the large-scale famine of the first half of the 1930s was a
direct consequence of the so-called “revolutionary transformations in agriculture,” the victims of
which are still to be accurately calculated.
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